Guardian Analytics Fraud Cockpit is a business intelligence tool for fraud executives. The interactive dashboard delivers a real-time automated summary view of fraud detection effectiveness as well as a comprehensive view into team performance. Fraud Cockpit runs seamlessly in conjunction with your existing Guardian Analytics platform and provides easy and immediate access to your fraud operations data.

**Key Capabilities**
- Measure amount of fraud prevented relative to goals
- Monitor quantity of high risk alerts and quickly address unexpected surges
- Look at alert and case workload across fraud team and rebalance as needed
- Evaluate fraud metrics by product or in aggregate from one dashboard
- Analyze fraud attempts by channel

**Benefits**
- Increases operational efficiency through holistic visibility into fraud operations
- Ensures customer trust by enabling executives to effectively combat financial fraud
- Helps supervisors manage and allocate team resources quickly
- Enables executives to easily understand and communicate the impact of fraud detection program

**Key Features**
- Out of the box dashboard with standard reports
- Exportable by csv, pdf, and image
- Data drill down by chart
- Continuous data refresh provides always up-to-date view of data
- Filter by time, product, and fraud analyst
- Configurable look and feel, layout, filter criteria, and report content
The Tools to Manage Your Business

Use the Fraud Prevented and Fraud Loss charts to understand how well your fraud detection efforts are working. Use the exportable chart feature to further analyze your data and easily communicate performance over time.

Quickly respond to fluctuations in alert volumes by viewing full team performance at a glance. Identify underperforming fraud analysts who would benefit from additional training. And highlight top performers for best practice insights and merit rewards.

Fully Customizable Dashboard

Guardian Analytics Fraud Cockpit can be easily customized and configured by each customer. Guardian Analytics professional services are also available to customize Fraud Cockpit to your specifications.